The EM-density maps and two representative tomograms have been deposited in the EMDB under accession numbers EMD-10381, EMD-10382, EMD-10383, EMD-10384, EMD-10385 and EMD-10386. The refined models were deposited in the PDB under accession codes PDB 6T61, PDB 6T63 and PDB 6T64.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Assembly of the retrovirus particle typically takes place at the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane (PM) and involves the formation of a curved lattice by the structural multidomain protein Gag. This so-called immature lattice, which is attached to the PM via the N-terminal matrix (MA) domain of Gag, can be viewed as a collection of Gag hexamers connected with each other by dimeric and trimeric interfaces. Immediately after, or concomitant with, budding away from the cell, the virus particle goes through a process called maturation in which the viral protease cleaves Gag, releasing the CA domain, which in turn goes on to form the mature lattice. In the course of maturation, the two independently folded halves (or sub-domains) of CA (CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~), rearrange to create a new lattice of hexamers, but with an entirely new set of interactions \[[@ppat.1008277.ref001],[@ppat.1008277.ref002]\]. Only upon complete maturation is the virus particle infectious.

Equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV) belongs, like HIV-1, to the lentivirus genus of retroviruses \[[@ppat.1008277.ref003]\]. EIAV Gag and HIV-1 Gag share only 30% amino acid sequence identity but have an overall similar domain arrangement ([S1A and S1B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with the canonical Gag domains MA, capsid (CA), nucleocapsid (NC), and an unstructured C-terminal domain mediating the late stages of budding. In addition, these two retroviral Gag proteins include a short segment of polypeptide, in HIV-1 termed SP1 ("spacer", here generically called "SP"), that is critical for formation of the immature lattice \[[@ppat.1008277.ref004],[@ppat.1008277.ref005]\]. SP is similar to domains in the Gag proteins of the alpha-retrovirus Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) \[[@ppat.1008277.ref006]--[@ppat.1008277.ref010]\] and of the gamma retrovirus murine leukemia virus (MLV) \[[@ppat.1008277.ref011]\] in that it folds into a six-helix bundle (6HB) at the base of the CA domain of the Gag hexamer. The 6HB stabilizes, and indeed may nucleate, assembly of the hexamer. Mutations in SP result in assembly defects and loss of infectious viral particle formation \[[@ppat.1008277.ref005],[@ppat.1008277.ref012],[@ppat.1008277.ref013]\]. SP acts like a switch; its unfolding or proteolytic removal leads to mature CA assembly \[[@ppat.1008277.ref014]\]. Maturation inhibitors target the CA~CTD~-SP junction in HIV-1, preventing unfolding of SP, effectively stopping the immature virus from transitioning into an infectious particle \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref016]\]. Acting in conjunction with SP is the small cellular molecule inositol hexakisphosphate (IP6), which was shown recently to be an HIV-1 assembly cofactor \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]--[@ppat.1008277.ref019]\]. The binding of IP6 to two rings of six lysine residues in the Gag hexamer, one created at the CA~CTD~-SP interface and the other created by the major homology region (MHR), promotes immature Gag hexamerization and thus virus particle assembly. After the viral protease ablates this immature binding site, IP6 is inferred to be released and then to interact with a ring of six arginine residues in the CA~NTD~, thereby enhancing the formation of the mature hexameric HIV-1 CA lattice and promoting infectivity \[[@ppat.1008277.ref002],[@ppat.1008277.ref017],[@ppat.1008277.ref018]\]. In cells IP6 is synthesized by conversion of IP5 to IP6 by the enzyme inositol-pentakisphosphate 2-kinase (IPPK). Depletion of IP6 from mammalian cells via CRISPR/Cas9 knock-out of the IPPK gene results in a greater than 10-fold reduction in the production of infectious HIV-1 particles \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\].

For several retroviruses both immature and mature lattices can be assembled *in vitro* from purified proteins in the absence of membranes \[[@ppat.1008277.ref020]\]. The protein structures of the resulting virus-like particles (VLPs) accurately mimic the structures of authentic particles formed in cells \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref021]\]. *In vitro* assembly is carried out by mixing purified, E. coli-expressed, full-length or truncated Gag or CA proteins with buffers and small molecules. Immature assembly typically requires the presence of nucleic acid, a requirement often fulfilled by DNA oligonucleotides. That IP6 promotes HIV-1 assembly was first demonstrated in such an *in vitro* system \[[@ppat.1008277.ref022]\]. *In vitro* assembly systems also have been used extensively to study retroviral structure \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref023]--[@ppat.1008277.ref025]\].

Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) and subtomogram averaging can provide high-resolution structural insights into irregular pleomorphic assemblies \[[@ppat.1008277.ref026], [@ppat.1008277.ref027]\]. Recently, these techniques have been used to define the structure of the immature HIV-1 lattice to high resolution, both within authentic immature virus particles and with VLPs assembled *in vitro* \[[@ppat.1008277.ref014],[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]. These studies visualized structural features that regulate HIV-1 assembly and maturation, and increased the understanding of the mode of action of maturation inhibitors \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]. Cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging comparisons of immature Gag lattices of retroviruses from three different genera---alpha-retroviruses, beta-retroviruses and gamma-retroviruses---revealed that despite their high degree of tertiary CA structure conservation, viruses from these three genera adopt different quaternary CA~NTD~ arrangements \[[@ppat.1008277.ref001],[@ppat.1008277.ref006],[@ppat.1008277.ref011],[@ppat.1008277.ref021]\]. These findings thus raise questions about the structural conservation of assembly and maturation mechanisms among the different retroviruses.

Here we report the establishment of an *in vitro* assembly system for EIAV. As found for HIV-1, IP6 promotes assembly of EIAV *in vitro*. Using cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging we have generated structures to below 4Å resolution, revealing conserved and unique structural elements in comparisons between these two lentiviruses. The EIAV CA-SP junction forms an IP6 binding site that interacts with IP6 in a fashion similar to that for HIV-1. This conclusion is supported by *in vitro* assembly, mutational analysis, and all atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Furthermore, our results agree with previous inferences that the retroviral CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~ are independent structural entities that act autonomously in regulating immature virus particle diameter and curvature. Nevertheless, immature assembly is defined by a set of conserved structural interactions leading to dimeric, trimeric, and hexameric interfaces that are largely determined by the CA~CTD~-SP region, independent of overall particle morphology. In contrast, the immature CA~NTD~ is predominantly stabilized by trimeric inter-hexamer interactions, which remain stable even upon strong distortion of intra-hexameric interactions.

Results {#sec002}
=======

*In vitro* assembly of EIAV VLPs {#sec003}
--------------------------------

To generate VLPs for cryo-ET and biochemical and mutational analysis, we purified EIAV Gag protein lacking the C-terminal p9 domain, here referred to as Gag for simplicity. The equivalent p6 domain of HIV-1 Gag is not necessary for *in vitro* assembly of VLPs \[[@ppat.1008277.ref020]\]. We also purified a Gag protein lacking both the C-terminal p9 domain and the N-terminal MA domain (GagΔMA) ([S1A Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These two proteins were screened for their ability to form immature VLPs by *in vitro* assembly. The full length EIAV Gag protein, i.e. with the p9 and MA domains, was insoluble and therefore not studied further. Assembly conditions were assayed by subjecting EIAV Gag and EIAV GagΔMA to different salt concentrations, DNA oligonucleotide templates, pH values, temperatures, and inositol phosphates. EIAV GagΔMA assembly was most efficient at 100mM NaCl, but surprisingly EIAV Gag assembly occurred efficiently at high ionic strengths, e.g. 450mM NaCl at pH 6 ([Fig 1A and 1B](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and pH 8 ([S2A and S2B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Effect of IP5 and IP6 on in vitro assembly of EIAV Gag, EIAV GagΔMA, and HIV GagΔMA.\
(A,C,E) Representative low and high magnification images of respective proteins assembled in the absence (red) or presence of 10 μM IP5 (pink) or 10 μM IP6 (blue) at pH 6. Examples of wide tubes (T:W), narrow tubes (T:N), and spheres (S) are indicated by green and purple triangles. (B,D,F). The number of VLPs (spheres-purple, tubes-green) per 55μm^2^ for no fewer than five representative images for each condition. Center lines show the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles as determined by R software; whiskers extend to minimum and maximum values; data points are plotted as circles. Please note the different Y-axis ranges for the bar chart plots in B, D and F. The low magnification images are representative of the distribution of spheres and tubes assembled under different conditions, while the high magnification images were selected to illustrate their morphology. The mean value of counted particles is given in italics in the bar charts.](ppat.1008277.g001){#ppat.1008277.g001}

For both of these proteins the N-terminus has an ectopic (non-viral) serine from the purification procedure. GagΔMA beginning with the natural proline, which is found at the N-terminus of all retroviral CA proteins, assembled into tubes with the same diameter as those formed for GagΔMA with the ectopic serine in the absence of IP6 ([Fig 1](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S2C Fig](#ppat.1008277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the presence of IP6, GagΔMA with the natural proline formed multilayered spheres while GagΔMA with the ectopic serine formed single layered spheres. The presence of NC was required for assembly except at high protein and IP6 concentrations, as had been demonstrated previously for HIV-1 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\] ([S2D Fig](#ppat.1008277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For all NC containing proteins screened, assembly was dependent on the presence of a fifty-nucleotide single stranded DNA oligonucleotide composed of twenty-five repeats of GT (GT~25~). Interestingly, Gag formed primarily spherical particles while GagΔMA formed both tubes and spheres. To our knowledge, until now, no methods for *in vitro* assembly of EIAV Gag proteins into VLPs had been reported.

Effect of IP5 and IP6 on EIAV assembly {#sec004}
--------------------------------------

In the absence of IPs, at pH 6 Gag formed predominantly spheres (\~100 spheres and \~20 tubes per defined area), and GagΔMA protein formed long narrow (\~35nm) tubes and regular spheres (\~100nm) ([Fig 1A--1D](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"}). At pH 8 Gag formed predominantly spheres, and GagΔMA yielded both wide (\~70nm) tubes and regular spheres ([S2A and S2B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on these observations we predicted that the narrow GagΔMA tubes at pH 6 represent a mature lattice, consistent with assembly for the corresponding HIV-1 proteins \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\], and that the wide tubes and spheres represent immature lattices, consistent with what is known about immature assembly of MPMV, RSV, and HIV-1 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref006],[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref024]\]. However, as described below, this prediction proved to be partially incorrect.

In vitro assembly of HIV-1 Gag and Gag truncations is stimulated both by IP5 and IP6 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. The myo- inositol form of IP6, with 5 equatorial phosphates and 1 axial phosphate, is the most prominent form of inositol \[[@ppat.1008277.ref028]\]. IP5 lacks the 2' axial phosphate ([S1C Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For HIV-1 we previously showed that while IP5 is able to promote GagΔMAΔp1Δp6 (referred to here as GagΔMA, see [S1A Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the construct) assembly into immature VLPs, it does so less well than IP6. The EIAV Gag major homology region (MHR) and CA-SP junction region contain lysine residues at the same positions as those employed by HIV-1 for IP6 interaction ([S1B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Direct comparison of VLP formation by EIAV Gag, EIAV GagΔMA, and HIV-1 GagΔMA demonstrated that the ability of IP5 and IP6 to promote immature assembly is less pronounced for EIAV than for HIV-1 ([Fig 1](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"}). For example, IP6 increased the number of round VLPs by 100-fold for EIAV Gag and 3-fold for GagΔMA, but by as much as a 2000-fold for HIV-1 GagΔMA. By contrast, IP5 increased round VLP formation by only 10-fold for EIAV Gag, had almost no effect for EIAV GagΔMA, but resulted in a 1000-fold increase for HIV-1 GagΔMA. Notably, the overall particle number resulting from IP6-enhanced assembly did not differ significantly for EIAV Gag and the equivalent HIV-1 protein GagΔMAΔp1Δp6. The large difference in the fold increase is due to the number of spherical particles that were already observed in the absence of IP6, \~1 and \~100 for HIV-1 and EIAV, respectively. The effect of IP6 on EIAV assembly did not qualitatively differ between pH 6 and 8 ([Fig 1A--1D](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S2A and S2B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In summary, these results demonstrate that as for HIV-1, EIAV immature assembly is enhanced by IP6, although it appears less dependent on IP6.

To determine if EIAV is sensitive to IP6 depletion *in vivo*, we used the previously described IPPK knock out cell line coupled with relative infectivity assays \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. Ablation of this gene reduced infectious particle production by 2-fold, much less than the 100-fold observed for HIV-1 ([S3A Fig](#ppat.1008277.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Western blots demonstrate that the release of EIAV from cells was not significantly different between control and IPPK KO cells ([S3B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results are consistent with the *in vitro* assembly data showing that immature EIAV assembly is enhanced by, but not dependent on, IP6. For HIV-1 the western blots show a significant decrease in virus release from IPPK KO cells compared to control cells. We interpret this to mean that the large reduction in infectious virus particle production for HIV-1 is due to a reduction in immature virus particle release.

Cryo-ET analysis of EIAV Gag assembly products {#sec005}
----------------------------------------------

To determine the structure of the *in vitro* assembled EIAV VLPs formed by GagΔMA, and to further elucidate the role of IP6 in regulating assembly, we acquired and processed cryo-ET data of spherical and tubular particles assembled in the presence of IP6 at both pH 6 and pH 8, using our previously published approach \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\] ([S1 Table](#ppat.1008277.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Particles formed by Gag (i.e. containing the MA domain) showed a significant degree of clustering upon vitrification, and attempts to perform cryo-ET of these particles therefore remained unsuccessful. In all cases, the EIAV GagΔMA particles displayed an arrangement of their Gag layer ([Fig 2A](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S4A Fig](#ppat.1008277.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), that is reminiscent of what was observed in *in vitro* assembled immature HIV-1 or M-PMV tubes and spheres \[[@ppat.1008277.ref021],[@ppat.1008277.ref024]\]. This result was surprising, since HIV-1 and RSV narrow tubes are exclusively in a mature arrangement \[[@ppat.1008277.ref025],[@ppat.1008277.ref029],[@ppat.1008277.ref030]\] and we had therefore predicted that the narrow EIAV tubes would form a mature lattice. In order to obtain more detailed insights into the molecular interactions of GagΔMA in the assembled particles, we performed subtomogram averaging.

![Cryo-electron microscopy of EIAV GagΔMA assemblies.\
**(A)** Sum of 10 computational slices through gaussian-filtered tomograms containing EIAV GagΔMA tubes and spheres assembled at pH6 and pH8. Protein density is black. Scale bar is 50nm; note the significantly smaller diameter of tubes assembled at pH6. **(B)** Isosurface representations of the subtomogram averages derived from the different EIAV GagΔMA assemblies at pH6 and pH8. In all cases, the CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~-SP are colored cyan and orange, respectively. The IP6 density is colored in pink. The symmetry-independent copies of CA-SP are denoted with number 1,2,3 and 1',2',3' for the tubes at pH6 and pH8, respectively. For the spheres, only one monomer is colored as all monomers in the hexamer are symmetry-related. In all structures, the helical pitch and densities for larger and several smaller side chains are visible in the EM-density, in good correspondence with the observed resolutions.](ppat.1008277.g002){#ppat.1008277.g002}

The density maps obtained for spheres, and wide and narrow tubes assembled at pH 8 and pH 6, respectively, revealed a conserved order of densities corresponding to the CA~NTD~ at the particle surface, followed by the CA~CTD~, and then the NC-nucleic acid complex ([Fig 2](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S4A Fig](#ppat.1008277.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At the base of CA, just distal to the NC-nucleic acid density, a density consistent with a 6-helix bundle (6HB) was resolved, likely corresponding to the last residues of CA~CTD~ and the first residues of SP, similar to previous maps determined for immature HIV-1 VLPs \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]. In the center of the hexamer, above the 6HB region, an additional density was present, which we interpret to be a bound IP6 molecule. The density is similar in strength to that of the surrounding protein, suggesting that the majority of hexamers contain a bound molecule. No ordered density was observed for NC in any of the structures. In the tubes and spheres assembled at pH6, disordered densities were also observed at the base of the CTD dimer interface, i.e. at the contact points between hexamers ([S5 Fig](#ppat.1008277.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The resolution of the different EIAV GagΔMA structures was determined by Fourier-shell correlation (FSC) and in all cases was below 4 Å ([S4B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Table](#ppat.1008277.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This allowed us to build and refine a model of the EIAV CA and SP domains placed into the experimental electron microscopy densities in the spheres, narrow tubes, and wide tubes. ([Fig 3](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Movie](#ppat.1008277.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then used the model for further analysis and validation by Molecular Dynamics simulations ([S6A and S6B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Structural variability of immature EIAV GagΔMA assemblies.\
**(A)** Superimposition of the seven conformations adopted by CA in spheres and tubes. All monomers are aligned on the CA~CTD~. For the monomer in the spheres the CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~-SP are colored in cyan and orange, respectively. For the tubular assemblies the symmetry-independent copies (1,2,3 and 1',2',3' for tubes assembled at pH6 and pH8, respectively) are colored pale cyan, aquamarine and teal for the CA~NTD~ and light orange, bright orange and orange for the CA~CTD~. The color coding is identical for all panels. **(B)** The refined models of the different EIAV GagΔMA assemblies are shown as seen from the outside of the virus particle, centered above the CA-SP hexamer. The top panel shows only the CA~NTD~ assembly, the bottom panel only the CA~CTD~-SP assembly. The numbering for the symmetry independent copies is annotated (as described in [Fig 2B](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The 6-fold, 3-fold and 2-fold symmetry axes are annotated by a hexamer, triangle, and oval respectively. The distortion of the CA hexamer in the tubes at the CA~NTD~ is clearly visible and leads to a separation of the two halves of the immature hexamer. There is significantly less distortion at the CA~CTD~. Colored rectangles indicate regions enlarged in Panels C-G. **(C-G)** In order to show structural similarities and variations within the immature EIAV assembly in tubes and spheres the models from the tubes were triplicated. The symmetry independent monomers in each of the triplicated models were then aligned against the CA monomer determined in the spheres. This allows visualization of the differences that symmetry independent CA monomers can adopt in relation to their neighbors. **(C-E)** All symmetry independent copies have been aligned on the CA~NTD~. Models are shown as seen from outside the virus. (**F-G)** All symmetry independent copies have been aligned on the CA~CTD~. Models are shown in a 90-degree rotation compared to (C-E). (**C)** the trimeric interface stabilizing the interhexameric interactions. This trimeric interface involving helices 2 (colored in red) is rigid and almost no structural changes can be seen. **(D)** Interactions around the hexameric ring are shown. Helices 4 of one monomer of the symmetry independent copies are colored in red to show the large structural variation of the intra-hexameric interactions at the CA~NTD~. **(E)** The dimeric interface between helices 1 (shown in red) is variable as seen by the increasing separation of the helices and the lack of alignment of adjacent monomers. **(F)** The inter-hexameric interactions at the CA~CTD~ are maintained via a dimeric interface involving helices 9 in two adjacent monomers. The distance between the dimeric interface stays fixed, despite small changes in angular relation between the monomers forming the dimeric interface. **(G)** The interactions around the 6HB and the hexameric ring involving residues in the MHR are maintained, but show a variable degree of flexibility to adapt to the varying diameter in the tubes and spheres.](ppat.1008277.g003){#ppat.1008277.g003}

Structural versatility of EIAV CA domains in immature assembly {#sec006}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Tube morphologies have been observed previously for *in vitro* assembled Gag proteins, where wide tubes were determined exclusively to have an immature lattice \[[@ppat.1008277.ref024]\], and narrow tubes were inferred to have a mature lattice \[[@ppat.1008277.ref025],[@ppat.1008277.ref030]\]. As described above, both wide and narrow EIAV GagΔMA tubes adopted an immature CA arrangement. We therefore aimed to determine the key interactions that form the immature hexameric assembly in EIAV, but still allow the CA domains to accommodate the significant morphological differences between spheres (\~100 nm) and tubes of different diameters (\~35 nm and \~70 nm).

CA domain monomers within tubes are present in three symmetry-independent copies, due to the inherent two-fold symmetry within the tubular assemblies (Figs [2B](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [3A and 3B](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Refinement of the model into the independent CA copies resulted in seven structural states of immature EIAV CA-SP (three symmetry-independent CA-SP copies for each of the narrow and wide tubes, respectively, and one CA-SP monomer for the spherical assembly). The root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) variation between the individual NTD and CTD subdomains of CA was low (0.65±0.16 and 0.55±0.1 Å, respectively), but when aligning the CA domains on their C-termini ([Fig 3A](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}), a significant variation of the NTD orientation among these models was observed (RMSD of 9.5 Å, ranging from monomer 1' to 3, as annotated in Figs [2](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3B](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). No interactions between the CA~NTD~ and the CA~CTD~ were observed ([Fig 3A](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the linker (residues 270--274) connecting the two halves of CA allows them to act as two independent structural entities.

Close comparison of all inter- and intra-hexameric interactions across the three structures showed that three major interaction interfaces (one at the CA~NTD~ and two at the CA~CTD~) need to be maintained in the immature assembly, even with changing particle diameter or assembly morphology ([Fig 3B](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S2 Movie](#ppat.1008277.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A trimeric inter-hexameric interface at the CA~NTD~, involving helix 2 of CA monomers of adjacent hexamers ([Fig 3C](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}), is entirely unaffected by the change of the assembly phenotype. In contrast, the different assemblies display highly variable CA~NTD~ interfaces around the hexameric ring ([Fig 3D](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This also leads to a large structural variability of a potential dimeric CA~NTD~ inter-hexamer interface involving helix 1 (with a maximal RMSD of 11.3 Å between the different helix 1 conformations, [Fig 3E](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Specific, defined interfaces therefore do not seem to be required at these positions for the stabilization of the immature lattice. At the CTD, a hydrophobic dimer interface involving helices 9 establishes inter-hexameric interactions and remains intact irrespective of the assembly phenotype ([Fig 3F](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The CA~CTD~ dimer interface appears to accommodate curvature changes between the different hexamers, as no increase in distance of the interface is observed, but rather a slight rotation of the two helices 9 with respect to each other ([Fig 3F](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Such a hydrophobic interface has already been described for other immature retroviral assemblies. Intra-hexameric CA~CTD~ stabilization is maintained by interactions around the hexameric ring involving residues in the MHR and the 6HB ([Fig 3G](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}), which remain intact in all assembly morphologies. Taken together these results identify key interaction domains in the EIAV immature lattice. Although intra-hexameric CA~NTD~ interactions can be formed in EIAV, their high structural variability suggests that the CA~NTD~ is not required to establish intra-hexameric interactions, but rather forms a trimer to promote interactions with neighboring hexamers. Intra-hexameric interactions are maintained by the CA~CTD~ and the CA-SP 6HB.

EIAV and HIV-1 use conserved interactions to form the immature CA-SP lattice {#sec007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Retroviruses have low CA amino acid sequence similarity, but have highly conserved tertiary folds of their CA domains. Previous reports have compared the quaternary CA structures of retroviruses from different genera and found them to be different at the CA~NTD~ \[[@ppat.1008277.ref006],[@ppat.1008277.ref011],[@ppat.1008277.ref021]\]. Until now, it was not known if immature CA assembly is conserved within the same retroviral genus, lentivirus in this case, nor what role highly conserved residues among lentiviral CA domains might play in establishing important interfaces in the immature assembly. Here we compare the structures of EIAV and HIV-1, two lentiviruses that share 29% and 42% identity between their CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~, respectively ([S1B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As described above, both tubular and spherical EIAV GagΔMA particles maintain identical key interactions within the immature lattice. We used the model derived from spheres assembled at pH6 for further analysis, in order to compare the interfaces present in immature EIAV with those previously described for HIV-1 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref031]\]. Overall, immature assembly in EIAV and HIV-1 is very similar. Mapping the conserved residues onto our structures reveals similarities and subtle differences. EIAV and HIV-1 maintain similar immature assemblies by using residues with equivalent biochemical properties. Of the conserved CA amino acids, the majority are positioned to maintain the tertiary fold of the CA domain, while a minority (\~10%) is involved in contacts between CA domain monomers in the immature lattice ([Fig 4A](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [S3 Movie](#ppat.1008277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We predict that the rest are important for maintaining CA contacts in the mature lattice.

![Conserved structural interactions in EIAV and HIV-1.\
Comparison of structural features in EIAV and HIV-1. The HIV-1 CA-SP1 model derived from HIV-1 GagΔ16--99Δp6 (pdb 5l93, referred to as ΔMACANCΔp6 in \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]) is shown on the left. The EIAV CA-SP model derived from EIAV GagΔMA is shown on the right. [S3 Movie](#ppat.1008277.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows a guided tour of this comparison. **(A)** Side view on the CASP lattice of EIAV and HIV-1 CASP. One monomer is highlighted, surrounding monomers of the lattice are shown with reduced opacity. The residues are colored according to the conservation between the two viruses. The color legend is indicated in panel (A). **(B)** Interactions and structural features in the CA~NTD~. The trimeric interface in EIAV and HIV-1 is similar (Left). The Helix 1 in EIAV is shorter than in HIV-1 (Right). The extent of helix 1 in EIAV approximately corresponds to the conserved residues in HIV-1. **(C)** Comparison of the dimeric CA~CTD~ interface. Both lentiviruses use hydrophobic residues in helix 9 to stabilize the dimeric interface. F308/L309 and W316/M317 are annotated in EIAV and HIV-1, respectively. **(D)** Conserved residues in the MHR and helix 11 contribute to interactions around the hexameric ring to stabilize the immature CA assembly (Left). In HIV-1 residues D329, P356 and H358 form an important three-way interaction linking the CA~CTD~ base and the CA-SP1 helix of two adjacent CA monomers to each other. The equivalent residues in EIAV are E321, T348 and Q350 (Right). **(E)** The EIAV CASP 6HB is shorter than its counterpart in HIV-1. In EIAV and HIV-1 the CA-SP cleavage site is located within the helix, while the SP-NC cleavage site is located below the helix. Proteolytic cleavage sites are annotated by dashed lines.](ppat.1008277.g004){#ppat.1008277.g004}

In both lentiviruses, the CA~NTD~ is positioned to form extensive inter-hexamer contacts. Of note, both retroviruses have a trimeric CA~NTD~ interface around helices 2 that is structurally similar despite weak sequence conservation. The structural similarity nevertheless suggests that this might be an important interface for maintaining the CA~NTD~ quaternary structure ([Fig 4B](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"} left). The distance across the helix 1 CA~NTD~ dimer interface (as also described in HIV-1 previously \[[@ppat.1008277.ref021]\]) is variable between EIAV and HIV-1, suggesting that this interface is not conserved for immature lentivirus CA assembly. In the EIAV lattice, helix 1 begins at residue G143, and the upstream residues 140TPR142 appear less ordered and cannot be modeled into an alpha-helix. This differs in HIV-1, where the corresponding residues 148SPR150 are part of helix 1 ([Fig 4B](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"} right). The shorter helix 1 in immature EIAV agrees with a previous NMR study that reported the first residues of helix 1 to become ordered only upon maturation and beta-hairpin formation \[[@ppat.1008277.ref032]\].

EIAV hexamers are linked at the CA~CTD~ via a dimeric interface involving hydrophobic residues F308 and L309 in helix 9 ([Fig 4C](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This interface corresponds to the dimer interface in HIV across helix 9 maintained by residues W316 and M317. Conserved residues in the MHR and helix 11 in both EIAV (R278, E336) and HIV-1 (R286, E344) are positioned to establish an interaction that stabilizes the immature hexameric assembly at the CA~CTD~ ([Fig 4D](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, left).

The structural arrangement formed by the 6HB and the base of CA~CTD~ is similar to the hexameric assembly unit described in HIV-1, where the MHR, the CA~CTD~ base, and the residues in the hinge connecting helix 11 and the CA-SP1 helix are packed together. In HIV-1 this assembly unit is stabilized by a three-way interaction involving D329, P356 and H358 ([Fig 4D](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, right). Mutation of any one of these three amino acids results in a complete switch from an immature to mature assembly phenotype \[[@ppat.1008277.ref031]\]. In vivo, mutating these residues results in a severe loss of particle production \[[@ppat.1008277.ref033]\]. In EIAV this interface is less tightly packed, consisting of residues E321, T348 and Q350 ([Fig 4D](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, right). In order to determine whether this three-way interaction is critical for the immature EIAV lattice, we created Q350 mutants and analyzed *in vitro* assembly of GagΔMA and *in vivo* infectious particle production. The Q350A mutation resulted in a \~20-fold decrease in the number of VLPs in the absence of IP6 compared to WT assembly. IP6 did stimulate assembly of Q350A suggesting that the mutation does not alter the IP6 binding site. *In vivo*, the mutation reduced the production of infectious virus particles by less than two-fold compared with wild type ([S7 Fig](#ppat.1008277.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). MD simulations revealed that for HIV-1 the contact occupancy between H358 and D329 or P356 is high (95% and 94%, respectively). These values are significantly greater than the contact occupancy for EIAV at the same interface, Q350 and E321 or T348 (61% and 23%, respectively). Taken together, these results indicate that this junction in EIAV might be a less critical regulator of immature assembly than has been described for HIV-1.

In EIAV the last eight residues of the CA~CTD~ (TTKQKMML) and all five residues of SP (LAKAL) ([S1B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) form a helix that arranges into a 6-helix bundle in the immature lattice (Figs [2B](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [3B](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [4E](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Identical to HIV-1, in EIAV 12 Lysine residues in the MHR (K282) and in the CA-SP (K351) project towards the center of the hexamer. The density for the CA-SP helix stops at residue L359, which is the cleavage site between SP and NC, making the 6HB approximately one turn shorter than its HIV-1 counterpart ([Fig 4E](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In HIV-1, residues in the 6HB that are critical for assembly are A360 and L363 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref031],[@ppat.1008277.ref033]\]. In EIAV, interactions to stabilize the 6HB seem to be similarly established by hydrophobic residues (M352, L355 and A356) ([Fig 4E](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [S1B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

IP6 has a conserved structural role in immature lentivirus assembly {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The density we observed in the center of the EIAV hexamer at the level of the CA~CTD~ -SP junction is in an identical position to that previously reported for HIV-1 VLPs and immature viruses \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref021]\]. The shape and size of the IP6 density is similar in tubular and spherical particles. The better-resolved density in the map from GagΔMA spheres assembled at pH6 has a strikingly similar shape and size to the density observed for IP6 in the recently obtained co-crystal structure of HIV-1 CACTD-SP with IP6 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. In our electron microscopy map, densities for the individual phosphate groups were visible and hence allowed fitting of IP6 in its myo-conformation, with one axial and five equatorial phosphate groups (Figs [2B](#ppat.1008277.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [5A](#ppat.1008277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Identical to HIV-1, in EIAV IP6 is coordinated by the above described 12 lysines in the MHR and the CA-SP bundle, indicating that IP6 is bound in immature lentivirus CA assemblies in a conserved manner.

![IP6 stabilizes the immature EIAV CASP lattice.\
**(A)** EIAV CASP and the IP6 molecule are shown as seen from the outside of the VLP and additionally rotated by 90°. IP6 sits in the center of the hexamer and is coordinated by a ring of six lysines in the MHR (K282) and six lysines in the CASP 6HB (K351). An isosurface representation of the IP6 density is shown in pink. The densities for the individual equatorial and the axial phosphate groups are clearly visualized. The non-occupied phosphate group is caused by the 6-fold symmetry applied during processing and the fact that IP6 can sit in the binding site in 6 rotationally equivalent positions. **(B)** Relative infectious particle production in 293FT cells of VSV-G-pseudotyped provirus of wild type EIAV Gag (WT) and Gag with point mutations. Graphs show the average and standard deviation of three independent experiments; dots show individual data points. **(C,E,G)** Representative low and high magnification images of GagΔMA WT, K282A, and K351A proteins assembled in the absence (red) or presence (blue) of 10 μM IP6 at pH 6. **(D,F,H)** The number of VLPs (spheres-purple, tubes-green) per 55μm^2^ for no fewer than five representative images for each condition. Center lines show the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles as determined by R software; whiskers extend to minimum and maximum values; data points are plotted as circles. The mean value of counted particles is given in italics in the bar charts.](ppat.1008277.g005){#ppat.1008277.g005}

Mutation of IP6-interacting amino acids alters assembly and infectious virus particle production {#sec009}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For HIV-1, mutation of the IP6-interacting amino acids results in both a loss of IP6 enhanced assembly *in vitro*, and a loss of infectivity *in vivo* \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. For EIAV, mutation of either K282A or K351A resulted in a near complete loss of infectivity ([Fig 5B](#ppat.1008277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). To further confirm the role of the lysine residues in IP6 binding we compared the *in vitro* assembly properties of GagΔMA with two mutant forms of the same protein, K282A and K351A ([Fig 5C--5H](#ppat.1008277.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The mutations resulted in a loss of IP6-enhanced assembly. Thus, IP6 increased the number of spherical VLPs counted for wild type GagΔMA protein by \~10-fold, but this small molecule gave no enhancement for the K282A and K351A proteins. Interestingly, both of these mutant proteins assembled better than wild type GagΔMA in the absence of IP6. In summary, these results imply that the amino acids K282 and K351 are critical for IP6 interaction *in vitro*, and for production of infectious virions *in vivo*, and that the binding site for IP6 is highly conserved between HIV-1 and EIAV.

IP6 does not alter 6-helix bundle stability {#sec010}
-------------------------------------------

Previously, MD simulations of HIV CA~CTD~-SP demonstrated that the presence of IP6 provides a dramatic stabilizing effect on the 6HB, with overall C-alpha RMSD values of 2.5 and 4 Å for bound and unbound IP6, respectively \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. In the absence of IP6, the 6-helix bundle collapsed rapidly during simulation time. In HIV-1, through contacts with K290 and K359, IP6 stabilized this region. EIAV differs from HIV in this respect, showing no dependence on IP6 for six helix bundle stability over simulation time, with C-alpha RMSD values of \~1.5 for both bound and unbound IP6. While IP6 binding to the two rings of six lysine residues (K282 and K351) formed by CA~CTD~-SP hexamerization is stable, it is dispensable for maintaining the stability of the hexamer structure over simulation time ([S6 Fig](#ppat.1008277.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4 Movie](#ppat.1008277.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The latter is a result of the greater stability of the side-chain interactions between helices of the six-helix bundle of EIAV compared to HIV-1; remarkably most of the interactions are hydrophobic in nature. These observations are consistent with the *in vitro* assembly data which show that EIAV, but not HIV-1, can form immature VLPs in the absence of IP6, and that immature assembly for both is stimulated by IP6.

Effect of IP6 on other lentiviruses {#sec011}
-----------------------------------

Sequence comparisons of the MHR and CA-SP junction show conservation of IP6-interacting lysine residues for HIV-1, EIAV, simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), HIV-2, feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV), and bovine immunodeficiency virus (BIV) ([Fig 6A](#ppat.1008277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we predict that all lentiviruses form a similar binding pocket, and that IP6-enhanced assembly is conserved among lentiviruses. To test this hypothesis, we purified GagΔMA proteins for HIV-2, SIV, FIV, and BIV, and determined if their assembly properties are altered by IP6 (see construct diagrams in 6B-E). To our knowledge, no *in vitro* assembly conditions had been established previously for any of these viruses, requiring us first to screen for conditions that support assembly. In the absence of IP6, all four retroviral proteins failed to form VLPs, as analyzed by negative stain TEM. These results differ from those for EIAV, which forms some immature VLPs, and for HIV-1, which forms mature tubes in the absence of IP6 ([Fig 1](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"}). For all four other lentiviruses, in the presence of IP6, spherical VLP assembly consistent with an immature lattice was observed ([Fig 6B--6E](#ppat.1008277.g006){ref-type="fig"}). VLP diameters fell into two groups. HIV-2 and SIV had average diameters similar to those of HIV-1 and EIAV, greater than 100nm ([S8B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). FIV and BIV had significantly smaller diameters of \~80nm. FIV and BIV VLPs, while abundant, were also less regular. The observation that assembly of all of these lentivirus Gag proteins is stimulated by IP6 suggests that IP6 plays an evolutionarily conserved role in immature virus particle assembly for this genus of retroviruses.

![The effect of IP6 on other lentiviruses.\
**(A)** Comparison of the MHR sequence and the CASP junction of lentiviruses. Blue bars indicate the location of known (EIAV and HIV-1) and predicted IP6 interacting lysine residues. (B-E) In vitro assembly results of HIV-2, SIV, FIV, and BIV Gag constructs without (red) and with (blue) IP6 at 22°C. (B, C) HIV-2 and SIV assembly was done in 50 mM Tris pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, with GT25 oligo by dialysis. (D) FIV assembly was done in 50 mM Bis-Tris propane, 150 mM NaCl, GT50 oligo by dilution. (E) BIV assembly was done in 50 mM MES pH 6.5, 100 mM NaCl, GT50 oligo by dilution. The mean value of counted particles is given in italics in the bar charts.](ppat.1008277.g006){#ppat.1008277.g006}

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

Comparison of immature EIAV and HIV-1 assembly {#sec013}
----------------------------------------------

We have identified *in vitro* assembly conditions for EIAV Gag proteins that result in VLPs of sufficient quality and abundance for cryo-ET structure determination. Three VLP morphologies were observed: spheres, narrow tubes, and wide tubes. Subtomogram averaging revealed the lattice of all three structures to sub-4Å resolution; surprisingly, all three were immature.

The immature Gag lattice can adopt a range of morphologies {#sec014}
----------------------------------------------------------

The spatial separation of EIAV CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~, and the lack of strong interactions between them, allow these two halves of CA to behave almost as independent entities, as suggested previously for other retroviruses \[[@ppat.1008277.ref006],[@ppat.1008277.ref021],[@ppat.1008277.ref034]\]. For example, assembly of an HIV-1 CA mutant led to immature-like tubes \[[@ppat.1008277.ref035]\], where the CA~NTD~ adopted an artificial p2 lattice with four two-fold positions, while the CA~CTD~ was still arranged into an immature hexameric lattice. Other studies showed that the CA~CTD~ is sufficient to form the protein-protein interactions needed to assemble the immature lattice \[[@ppat.1008277.ref036]\], while the CA~NTD~ regulates curvature and hence size of the virus particle \[[@ppat.1008277.ref001]\]. For example, IP6-induced assembly of HIV-1 CA-SP protein leads to spherical VLPs, while IP6-induced assembly of CA~CTD~-SP (lacking the CA~NTD~) leads to a flat immature CA~CTD~-SP lattice \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. Our present results extend these observations by illuminating in detail the different conformations that the CA~NTD~ can adopt in order to form an immature lattice, even at higher curvatures as seen in the narrow tube assemblies at pH6. In immature EIAV the building block of immature assembly at the CA~NTD~ is defined by trimeric inter-hexamer interactions. A similar trimeric interaction is also observed in the immature HIV-1 lattice ([Fig 4B](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}), although the residues within helix 2 at this trimer interface are not conserved between EIAV and HIV-1 ([S1B Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Formation of a trimeric interface is important in HIV-1 assembly: defects in immature HIV-1 Gag assembly are caused by mutation of selected residues in a conserved proline-rich loop that is positioned on the trimeric symmetry axis at the top of the CA~NTD~ \[[@ppat.1008277.ref037]\].

In our previous publications we reported on a potential inter-hexameric CA~NTD~ dimer interface in HIV-1 involving Helices 1, and speculated that this interface might play a role in immature lattice assembly \[[@ppat.1008277.ref021]\]. Here we show that in EIAV such a dimeric interaction is not involved in determining the immature lattice, as the distance between helices 1 is highly variable between the different assembly morphologies ([Fig 3E](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Further experiments are therefore necessary to confirm whether the proposed dimeric interaction in HIV-1 is of relevance in determining the immature lattice.

At the CA~CTD~ the intra- and inter-hexamer interactions in EIAV remain highly similar, despite the variable curvature we have observed in the different assembly morphologies. This further supports previous observations that the CA~CTD~ plays the dominant role in establishing relevant lateral protein-protein interactions in the immature lattice. In immature EIAV the inter-hexamer interactions at the CA~CTD~ are, as reported for other studied retroviruses, established by a hydrophobic helix 9 dimer interface \[[@ppat.1008277.ref006],[@ppat.1008277.ref015],[@ppat.1008277.ref038],[@ppat.1008277.ref039]\]. It is likely that such a hydrophobic interface between hexamers at the CA~CTD~ allows for enough flexibility in immature retroviral assembly to accommodate the curvature changes imposed by the varying CA-NTD interactions.

IP6-enhanced immature lentivirus assembly {#sec015}
-----------------------------------------

Remarkably, in EIAV and HIV-1, IP6 is coordinated by the same two rings of highly conserved lysines in the MHR and the top of the CA~CTD~-SP bundle. This suggests that this defined structural coordination of IP6 by 12 conserved positively charged residues is important for lentivirus assembly and stability.

The effects of IP6 on EIAV and HIV-1 differ qualitatively and quantitatively. For HIV-1, in the absence of IP6, Gag protein assembles into mature tubes, while in the presence of IP6 Gag assembles into immature spheres. By contrast, *in vitro* EIAV Gag forms immature virus particles both with and without IP6. We predict that the difference in IP6 dependence of these two lentiviruses is due to the effect of IP6 on 6HB formation. Supporting this hypothesis, in MD simulations the HIV-1 6HB collapses in the absence of IP6 but remains stable in its presence. By contrast, in MD simulations the EIAV 6HB was stable both with and without IP6 likely due to additional side chain contacts between helices in the six-helix bundle.

For HIV-1 *in vivo*, genetic ablation of IPPK, the cellular protein that converts IP5 to IP6, results in dramatic reduction in infectious particle production. In contrast, the effect of the IPPK knockout on EIAV was weak, consistent with the less strict requirement for IP6 in assembly *in vitro*. One possible explanation is that EIAV can use IP5 as an alternative to IP6; however, our observation that IP5 did not stimulate EIAV Gag assembly *in vitro* argues against this model. A second possibility is that another small molecule can promote EIAV assembly. Because of the high positive charge of the IP6 binding site, any hypothetical molecule that mimics IP6 should also have a high negative charge density. The high degree of conservation of the IP6 binding site between EIAV and HIV-1 argues against this model.

A third possible explanation is based on the observation that EIAV infectivity is significantly lower than that of HIV-1 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref040]\]. We might be observing a basal level of IP6-independent lentiviral assembly in our cell-line model, which is detected for EIAV relative to the low level of infectivity in control cells, but not for HIV-1 relative to the high level of infectivity in control cells. Conceivably, if infectious particle production for EIAV in control cells were more efficient, the effect of IP6 might be more pronounced. We consider this third explanation to be the most likely.

IP6 enhanced assembly of other lentiviruses {#sec016}
-------------------------------------------

The role of IP6 as an assembly cofactor apparently is conserved among most lentiviruses, given our findings that *in vitro* assembly of HIV-1, HIV-2, SIV, FIV, and BIV Gag proteins also is dramatically stimulated by IP6. In contrast to EIAV, the other lentiviruses did not assemble in the absence of IP6, suggesting that they have a stricter requirement for the molecule. This observation perhaps is not surprising since EIAV is the most distantly related to HIV-1 of the viruses tested. We are continuing to study these diverse lentiviruses *in vivo* to determine how IP6 depletion affects assembly, budding, and infectivity. It will be critical to determine if IP6 also influences mature assembly of these lentiviruses in the way that it does for HIV-1.

Conclusion {#sec017}
----------

In summary, EIAV is only the second retrovirus, after HIV-1, to have its immature Gag lattice determined to this level of resolution by cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging. Comparison of these two structures allowed us to identify conserved and variable structural features that determine immature assembly in both viruses. The overall similarity of the interactions that determine immature assembly in EIAV implies that EIAV can be a valuable model for obtaining a deeper understanding of how virus assembly is regulated within the lentivirus genus. Our structures allow for a detailed comparison of the position of conserved and variable residues in interfaces within the EIAV and HIV-1 CA domain, providing a detailed view of the mechanisms these viruses employ to form stable virus particles. Our data clearly show that both EIAV and HIV-1 coordinate IP6 via a pair of lysine rings that are identically positioned within the immature Gag assembly. The identification of the IP6 binding site in EIAV, and the accompanying assembly data for HIV-2, SIV, FIV, and BIV, provide further support to the model that IP6 is a conserved lentiviral assembly cofactor.

Methods {#sec018}
=======

*In vitro* assembly {#sec019}
-------------------

All EIAV Gag constructs were based on a pRE/EIAV Gag expression vector provided by Eric Freed, and cloned into respective vectors using standard molecular cloning methods. Unless otherwise noted, all proteins were purified using the SUMO-tag system \[[@ppat.1008277.ref041]\] as previously described in \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\], and stored at -80°C in storage buffer (500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 2 mM TCEP). Mutations were generated by sub-cloning synthesized DNA harboring the stated point mutation (gBlocks purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies) into the respective vector. Native GagΔMA protein was purified as previously described for RSV GagΔMBD \[[@ppat.1008277.ref042]\].

*In vitro* assembly was performed by dialysis described briefly here. Protein at 50 μM was mixed with 10 μM GT25 oligo. IP5 or IP6 was added to a final concentration of 10 μM to both the reaction chamber and the bulk buffer. 30 μL assembly reactions were dialyzed against 2 mL buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH 8 or 50 mM MES pH 6, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM TCEP, with or without IP6). Unless otherwise stated, all assembly reactions were performed at 4°C for a minimum of 4 hrs. All assembly reactions were adjusted up to a final volume of 200 μl with dialysis buffer before spotting on EM grids. Samples were spotted onto formvar/carbon grids with a coating for negative charge (Electron Microscopy Sciences; FCF200-CU-SP), stained with 2% uranyl acetate solution, and imaged on an FEI Morgagni transmission electron microscope.

GagΔp9 assembly was performed by mixing 50 μM protein in storage buffer to an assembly buffer to a final concentration of 10 μM GT25; 0 μM IP, 10 μM IP5, or 10 μM IP6; 450mM NaCl; with 50 mM MES at pH 6. Assembly reactions were incubated at 22°C for 1 hr. Following incubation, reactions were diluted to 200 μL (1:5) with the corresponding assembly buffer before spotting onto EM grids as previously described.

We were unsuccessful in identifying conditions for assembly of the mature EIAV lattice. We screened conditions for assembly of purified EIAV CA, but none of the conditions known to promote robust assembly of HIV-1 or RSV CA resulted in EIAV assembly, e.g. presence of high NaCl (500 mM protein; 1 M or 2 M NaCl; at 4°C, 22°C, or 24°C; in 20 mM MES pH 6 or 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8), high NaP04 (500 mM protein; 500 mM NaPO4 pH 7 or 1 M NaPO4 pH 7; at 22°C) or IP6 (250 mM protein; 2.5 M IP6; at 22°C; in 20 mM MES pH 6 or 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8), or crowding reagents such as Ficoll 400 (protein; Ficoll 400; at 4°C or 37°C; 20 mM MES pH 6.5 or 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8).

Cells and plasmids {#sec020}
------------------

The HEK293FT cell line was obtained from Invitrogen and maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Sigma, Cat\#D5796-500ML) supplemented with 10% Serum Plus II (Sigma, Cat\#14009C-500ML), 2 mM L-glutamine (VWR, Cat\#02-0131-0100), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Corning, Cat\#25-000-CI), 10 mM nonessential amino acids (Lonza, Cat\#13-114E), and 1% minimal essential medium vitamins (Sigma, Cat\#M6895-100mL). The IPPK KO was derived from the HEK293FT cell line as previously described \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\].

The proviral HIV plasmid construct consists of pNL4-3 HIV plus CMV-GFP in place of Nef (kindly obtained from Vineet KewalRamani). This HIV construct has Vif, Vpr and Env deleted and has several restriction sites silently added to the Gag gene for cloning purposes. EIAV proviral constructs consisted of the Gag/Pol expression vector pONY3.1 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref040]\] and the GFP reporter vector pONY8.0G \[[@ppat.1008277.ref043]\]. The K282A, Q350A, and K351A versions of pONY3.1 were made by standard cloning methods. The VSV-G construct consists of the coding sequence for VSV-g preceded by the EFa1 promoter \[[@ppat.1008277.ref044]\] and obtained through the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program.

VSV-G-pseudotyped virus production, infection, and western blots {#sec021}
----------------------------------------------------------------

EIAV and HIV viruses were produced by equal PEI transfection of adhered HEK293FTs and the IPPK-KO in 6-well format at 75--80% confluence with 1000 ng of proviral plasmids and the VSV-g expression construct in a 9:1 ratio (900 ng HIV with 100 ng of VSV-g; 450 ng of pONY3.1 or mutants plus 450 ng of pONY8.0G with 100ng of VSV-g). Media from transfected cells was collected two days after transfection by aspiration. This media was then frozen at -80°C for a minimum of 2 hrs to lyse cells, thawed in a 37°C water bath, precleared by centrifugation at 3000 x g for 5 min, and supernatant (viral media) collected by aspiration. Viral media was stored at -80°C and subsequently used for assays.

To compare EIAV and HIV infectious particle production, HEK293FTs were plated in 12-well format and infected by equal volume addition of viral media from HEK293FTs and from the IPPK-KO at low MOI. WT EIAV and mutant (K282A, Q350A, and K351A) EIAV viral media were similarly infected. Cells were collected 48 hrs post-infection. Number of infections, as measured by green fluorescence, was quantified via flow cytometry (Accuri C6, BD). The number of infections was expressed as a percentage and normalized to WT percentage of infections. Western blots were performed as previously described \[[@ppat.1008277.ref045]\]. The E. coli-expressed EIAV CANC protein was used in preparation of the rabbit antiserum (Cocalico Biologicals).

Cryo-electron tomography {#sec022}
------------------------

Cryo-electron tomography sample preparation and data acquisition were performed as described previously \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]. In brief, 10nm colloidal gold (coated either with BSA or conjugated with Protein A) was added to the VLP solutions and 2.5 μl of this solution was then applied to degassed 2/2-3C C-flat grids, that previously were glow discharged for 30 seconds at 20 mA. The samples were vitrified in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot Mark 2 (blot time of 1--2 seconds, with a blot offset of -3 mm) and stored under liquid nitrogen conditions until imaging.

Tilt series acquisition and tomogram reconstruction were performed in an identical manner for all datasets unless stated otherwise. All imaging was done on an FEI Titan Krios, operated at 300 keV, equipped with a Gatan Quantum 967 LS energy filter and a Gatan K2xp direct electron detector using the SerialEM software package \[[@ppat.1008277.ref046]\]. The slit width of the filter was set to 20 eV. Low magnification montages were acquired for search purposes and for defining areas of interest for subsequent high-resolution tomography data acquisition. Prior to tomogram acquisition, gain references were acquired and the filter was fully tuned. Microscope tuning was performed using the FEI AutoCTF software \[[@ppat.1008277.ref047]\].

The nominal magnification for the dataset containing EIAV GagΔMA assembled at pH8 was 105,000x, resulting in a pixel size of 1.35 Å/pixel. The nominal magnification for the dataset containing EIAV GagΔMA assembled at pH6 was 130,000x, resulting in a pixel size of 1.04 Å/pixel. Tilt series were acquired using a dose-symmetric tilt-scheme \[[@ppat.1008277.ref048]\]. The tilt range was from 0° to 60° and -60° in 3° steps. Tilt images were acquired as 8k x 8k super-resolution movies of 20 and 21 frames, for the pH8 and pH6 data sets, respectively. The set dose rate was at \~ 2.5 e^-^/A/sec. Tilt series were collected at nominal defocus between -1.5 and -5 μm and a target dose of \~140 e^-^/A^2^. Data acquisition information is also provided in [S1 Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Image processing {#sec023}
----------------

The super-resolution movies were aligned on-the-fly on a GPU during data acquisition using the SerialEMCCD frame alignment plugin and tilt series were automatically saved as 2x binned mrc stacks. CTF-estimation was performed using CTFFIND4 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref049]\] on each tilt individually. Images were low-pass filtered according to their cumulative electron dose using exposure filters that were calculated using an exposure-dependent amplitude attenuation function and critical exposure constants (as determined previously by \[[@ppat.1008277.ref050]\]). Prior to further processing, bad tilts (e.g. images that shifted significantly during acquisition or due to a blocked beam at high tilts) were removed.

Tomogram reconstruction of the exposure-filtered tilt images was performed in the IMOD software package \[[@ppat.1008277.ref051]\]. CTF-correction was performed slightly different for the two datasets. For the data of EIAV GagΔMA assembled at pH8 (spheres, and tubes with wide diameter) 2D CTF-correction was initially performed by the "ctf-phase-flip"-program implemented in IMOD \[[@ppat.1008277.ref052]\]. 3D-CTF correction using NovaCTF \[[@ppat.1008277.ref053]\] was then performed at the end of the subtomogram averaging calculations using Z-height coordinates of the aligned subvolumes to define the center of mass in tomograms to obtain a more precise CTF-correction for final unbinned structure calculation.

The data set containing EIAV GagΔMA assembled at ph6 (spheres and tubes with narrow diameter) was corrected with NovaCTF from the very beginning, using no subtomogram Z coordinates for refining the CTF-correction. Updated Z-positions were then again used at the end of the subtomogram averaging computations to regenerate more accurately CTF-corrected tomograms for final unbinned structure calculation.

CTF-corrected tomograms were reconstructed unbinned, as well as 2x, 4x and 8x binned, using either anti-aliasing (in case for the 2D-CTF corrected tomograms) or Fourier cropping (for 3D-CTF corrected tomograms using NovaCTF).

VLPs were identified within the tomograms using the Amira visualization software (FEI Visualization Sciences group). The radii, and center or spline of the VLPs (for the spherical or tubular VLP assemblies, respectively) were determined in Amira using the electron microscopy toolbox \[[@ppat.1008277.ref054]\]. The pH8 and pH6 datasets contained 158 spheres/106 tubes and 175 spheres/152 tubes, respectively. All four datasets were processed independently.

Subtomogram averaging was performed identically for all datasets using scripts derived from the AV3 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref055]\], TOM \[[@ppat.1008277.ref056]\] and Dynamo \[[@ppat.1008277.ref057]\] packages. The only exception was the use of different subvolume dimensions due to the varying pixel size.

Initially, one tomogram (binned 8x) containing both spheres and tubes assembled at pH8 was chosen to generate ab initio starting references. To generate a starting reference for the narrow tubular EIAV GagΔMA assembly (pH6), again one tomogram was chosen. The starting reference from pH8 was used to also align EIAV GagΔMA in spheres assembled at pH6. Subvolumes with a size of approximately (380)^3^ Å were extracted from the surface of spheres or tubes, respectively, and averaged. Initial angles were assigned according to the geometry of the spheres or tubes. First iterations were performed without applying any symmetry, and only once the structures converged, revealing the inherent 6-fold and 2-fold symmetry for the structures in spheres and tubes, respectively, the symmetry was enforced for two more iterations. In all cases the starting references showed clear densities for EIAV GagΔMA. From this point onwards, symmetry was applied throughout all subtomogram averaging steps.

Two rounds of alignments were performed on 8x binned data. Subsequently, all subvolumes that had converged onto the same position of the lattice were removed using a subvolume-to-subvolume distance cut-off threshold. Subvolumes that contained no protein density or did not align against the reference were removed based on a cross-correlation threshold.

Subtomograms were then extracted from 4x binned tomograms at positions determined in the 8x-binned alignments and averages were generated using the orientational parameters determined in these 8x-binned alignments. The subtomograms were aligned, progressively reducing the angular search range. During these alignments a low-pass filter at 32 Å or 35 Å was applied for the pH8 and pH6 datasets, respectively. At the end of the 4x-binned alignments a subvolume-to-subvolume distance threshold was applied to remove subvolumes that might have shifted onto identical positions on the lattice.

The remaining subvolumes were extracted from 2x-binned tomograms at their aligned positions. At this stage the datasets were split into even/odd half sets and from here on, the even/odd datasets were treated completely independently. Subvolumes with mean grey values that deviated from the dataset mean with more than ± 1 standard deviation were removed. For the even/odd datasets, independent 2x-binned references were generated by averaging their respective subvolumes using the alignment parameters determined in the 4x-binned alignments. After two more rounds of alignment the subvolumes were finally extracted from the unbinned tomograms and again independent references were generated for the respective half sets. Two more rounds of alignment in bin 1 were performed. Statistics for the sizes of the different datasets is given in [S1 Fig](#ppat.1008277.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The tubular structures showed a varying degree of anisotropy due to a preferential orientation of the tubes in the tomograms with respect to the tilt axis. To more appropriately handle the anisotropic distribution of subtomogram orientations, weighted averaging of the 1x binned data was performed using modified wedge masks \[[@ppat.1008277.ref058]\] instead of a binary wedge mask. The modified wedge masks were calculated by averaging the amplitude spectra from structure-free (ice only) areas in each tomogram and therefore represent an ice/noise amplitude spectrum modulated by CTF correction, dose filtering and weighted back-projection.

The final averages were multiplied with a gaussian-filtered cylindrical mask and the resolution was determined by mask-corrected Fourier-shell correlation at the 0.143 criterion. The half maps were then averaged, sharpened (for the empirically determined B-factor values see [S1 Table](#ppat.1008277.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and filtered to the measured resolution \[[@ppat.1008277.ref059]\]. Visualization of tilt series, tomograms and EM-densities was performed in IMOD \[[@ppat.1008277.ref051]\], Amira 4, UCSF Chimera \[[@ppat.1008277.ref060]\], Coot \[[@ppat.1008277.ref061]\] and Pymol \[[@ppat.1008277.ref062]\].

Atomic model building, refinement and model analysis {#sec024}
----------------------------------------------------

The resolution of our electron microscopy maps allowed us to refine existing models of the EIAV CA and to *de novo* build the last residues of CA and SP that form the CA-SP helix. At \~4 Å resolution the helical pitch is clearly visible and also large side chains (e.g. tryptophans, phenylalanines, arginines or lysines) can be identified. Small side chains and also negatively charged side chains are not clearly visible at this resolution. Therefore, rotamer refinements of residues are not possible.

Model refinements were performed into three of the EIAV GagΔMA EM maps: spheres assembled at pH6, tubes assembled at pH6, and tubes assembled at pH8. The crystal structure of EIAV CA (pdb 2EIA) \[[@ppat.1008277.ref063]\] was used as a starting model for refinement into the map determined from spheres assembled at pH6. One CA monomer of pdb 2EIA was selected and the CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~ of this monomer were independently placed into the EM-density using the rigid body fitting option in UCSF Chimera. Subsequently the linker connecting the two CA domains was joined in Coot. Additionally, the last residues of CA and the first residues of SP (T347-L359) that were not present in pdb 2EIA were manually built into our EM-density using Coot.

To account for the different monomer-monomer interactions in GagΔMA, the monomers were replicated according to the inherent 6-fold symmetry of the map, resulting in 18 symmetry related copies of GagΔMA. A map segment (defined by a mask extending 3 Angstrom around the rigid body fitted model) was extracted, and real-space coordinate refinement against the EM-density was performed using Phenix \[[@ppat.1008277.ref064]\], which was iterated with manual model building in Coot in a similar fashion as described previously \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]. Secondary structure restraints and non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints were applied throughout all refinements.

In Phenix each iteration consisted of 5 macro cycles, in which simulated annealing was performed in every macro cycle. Atomic displacement parameter (ADP) refinement was performed at the end of each iteration.

The refined model for one EIAV GagΔMA monomer in the spherical assembly was then used as starting model for the refinement into the EM-density maps generated from tubular assemblies. The monomer was again rigid body fitted into the EM densities three times to accommodate the 3 symmetry independent copies of the EIAV GagΔMA monomer per hexamer in the tubes. As the monomers show a difference in the respective orientations of their CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~, the fit was further manually refined in Coot. Subsequently, the symmetry independent monomers were expanded within the cryo-EM density to cover all potential CA-SP interactions. The refinement of these models was then done as described above for the spherical model, iteratively refining in Phenix and Coot, with the difference that no NCS restraints were applied. The quality of all models was validated using MOLPROBITY \[[@ppat.1008277.ref065]\] and is given in [S2 Table](#ppat.1008277.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The HIV-1 CA-SP1 model used for comparison was pdb 5L93 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref015]\]. All comparisons and RMSD calculations were performed in UCSF Chimera, between the C-alpha backbone atoms selected residues. To compare all EIAV GagΔMA monomer conformations the individual monomers were first aligned on the CA~CTD~ (residues 272--359). RMSD values were then calculated for the C-alpha atoms of the individual EIAV CA models including residues 143--271 for the CA~NTD~ and residues 272--342 (until the end of helix 11) for the CA~CTD~. [Fig 4](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"} showing the conservation of residues between HIV-1 and EIAV was performed using the 'multialign viewer' tool in UCSF Chimera.

Data deposition {#sec025}
---------------

The EM-density maps and two representative tomograms have been deposited in the EMDB under accession numbers EMD-10381, EMD-10382, EMD-10383, EMD-10384, EMD-10385 and EMD-10386.

The refined models were deposited in the PDB under accession codes PDB 6T61, PDB 6T63 and PDB 6T64.

Molecular dynamics simulations {#sec026}
------------------------------

All atom molecular dynamics simulations were employed to investigate the interactions between IP6 and EIAV's Gag lattice. In total, six atomic models of EIAV GagΔMA hexamer were built, namely, *Apo*- and *Holo-*CASP~143-359~ wildtype hexamer. The starting CASP~143-359~ hexamer system was refined from the Cryo-ET atomic model of the sphere EIAV GagΔMA capsid. One IP6 molecule was rigid-body docked at the binding pocket identified in Cryo-ET densities. Subsequently, 18 adjacent EIAV monomers of each central hexamer were added to complete the lattice. All models were then solvated with the TIP3P water model, neutralized by addition of NaCl, finally the total NaCl concentrations was set to 150 mM. Resulting models had total atom counts around 388 K atoms.

After model building, these systems were initially subjected to energy minimization in two stages, both using the conjugated gradient algorithm \[[@ppat.1008277.ref066]\] with linear searching \[[@ppat.1008277.ref067]\]. Only water and ion molecules were free to move during the first minimization stage, while the protein backbone atoms were restrained in the second stage. Convergence of the minimizations were confirmed once the variances of gradients were not greater than 1 Kcal mol^-1^ Å^-1^. After minimizations, the temperature of all systems were gradually increased from 50 to 310 K in 20 K increments over 5 ns. The restraints applied on backbone atoms were maintained during the thermalization stage and then gradually released from 10 to 1 Kcal mol^-1^ Å^-2^ over 5 ns of equilibration at 310 K and 1 atm.

Once equilibrated, production simulations of six EIAV systems were conducted on TACC Stampede 2 and NCSA Bluewaters supercomputers. *Apo*- and *Holo-*CASP~143-357~ wildtype hexamers were ran for over 100 ns. Molecular dynamics simulations in this study were performed on NAMD2.12 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref068]\] using the CHARMM36m force field \[[@ppat.1008277.ref069]\]. During the production runs, the temperature (310 K) was maintained by employing a Langevin thermostat with a coupling factor of 0.1 ps^-1^ \[[@ppat.1008277.ref070]\]; similarly, pressure was maintained at 1 atm employing the Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston with a decay time of 1ps and a period of 2ps \[[@ppat.1008277.ref071],[@ppat.1008277.ref072]\]. A time step of 2 fs was used for all simulations and all bonds to hydrogen atoms were constrained with the SHAKE algorithm \[[@ppat.1008277.ref073]\]. Long-range electrostatics were calculated using the Particle-Mesh-Ewald method with a grid size of 1 Å \[[@ppat.1008277.ref074]\] with a cutoff of 1.2 nm, as implemented in NAMD. Full electrostatic interactions were calculated every two-time steps while nonbonded interactions were computed every time step.

Supporting information {#sec027}
======================

###### EIAV and HIV-1 Gag and CA sequence similarity.

**(A)** Schematic representation of HIV-1 and EIAV Gag, and the truncated Gag variants used in this study. The cleavage sites are annotated by arrows and the first residue of each individual domain is shown. The CA~NTD~ and CA~CTD~ are colored cyan and orange, respectively. The SP region is colored red. Abbreviated protein names in parenthesis. **(B)** Sequence alignment between HIV-1 CA-SP1 and EIAV CA-SP. The background of the sequence is colored as in (A) to indicate the location of the CA~NTD~, CA~CTD~ or SP. Secondary structure assignments (alpha-helices) are indicated with dashed lines. Above the sequence alignment the conservation of the respective residues and existing charge variations are shown, in gray and blue/red respectively; a blue bar indicates a positive charge variation from EIAV to HIV-1, conversely a red bar indicates a negative charge variation from EIAV to HIV-1. Conserved lysine residues are in indicated by dashed rectangles. **(C)** Molecular representations using the licorice representation of IP6 and IP5. It is clearly shown that IP5 lacks the axial phosphate present in IP6.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Screening examples of EIAV Gag and Gag truncation assembly.

(A,B) Representative low and high magnification images of Gag and GagΔMA assembled in the absence (red) or presence (blue) of 10 μM IP6 at pH 8. The number of VLPs (spheres-purple, tubes-green) per 55μm^2^ for no fewer than five representative images for each condition. Center lines show the medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles as determined by R software; whiskers extend to minimum and maximum values; data points are plotted as circles. (C) Representative low and high magnification images of native GagΔMA assembled in the absence (red) and presence (blue) of 10 μM IP6 at pH 6. Tubes assembled in the absence of IP6 were the same, by negative stain EM, as tubes assembled with GagΔMAΔp9 containing an ectopic serine at the N-terminus. In the presence of IP6, protein formed multi-layered, spherical VLPs. (D) Representative low and high magnification images of GagΔMAΔNC^6-76^ assembled in the absence (red) or presence (blue) of IP6 at pH 6. Very few VLPs were observed; see purple triangle, compared to the amount observed for HIV-1 \[[@ppat.1008277.ref017]\]. The mean value of counted particles is given in italics in the bar charts.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of IP6 on Infectious particle production.

**(A)** The effect of IPPK KO on the production of infectious EIAV and HIV virus particles. Relative to WT, bars represent the average and whiskers the standard deviation of no fewer than three replicates. **(B)** Western blots were performed on cell lysates and released virus from HEK293T WT and IPPK KO cells for EIAV and HIV. EIAV was probed with RbαEIAV-CANC and HIV with MsαHIVp24.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging of EIAV GagΔMA.

**(A)** Radial orthoslices through the final sharpened map from spheres assembled at pH6, filtered to 8 Å resolution. Protein density is white. The level of the CA~NTD~, CA~CTD~ and SP is indicated with dashed boxes. **(B)** Fourier shell correlations (FSC) between independent halfsets for EIAV GagΔMA spheres (green) and tubes (orange) assembled at pH6, and spheres (pink) and tubes (blue) assembled at pH8. The resolution measured at the 0.143 FSC criterion is indicated with lines. The Nyquist frequency for the dataset of particles assembled at pH8, which was acquired with a pixel size of 1.35 Å is indicated at 2.7 Å.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### A positively charged region at the base of EIAV CA~CTD~ potentially interacts with nucleic acids.

**A)** Isosurface representations of EIAV CA-SP from spherical and tubular assemblies at pH8 and pH6 as seen from the inside of the particle. All structures have been filtered to 8 Angstrom resolution. The additional densities in the spheres and tubes assembled at pH6 are highlighted in yellow. The corresponding positions in the sphere structure assembled at pH8 are circled in yellow. The red dashed line indicates the tube axis, showing that the additional densities are absent along the direction of the tube, where no curvature between the CA~CTD~ dimer is found. This observation of an additional density being recruited to the base of the CA~CTD~ by basic residues is reminiscent of a similar interface observed in M-PMV \[[@ppat.1008277.ref075]\]. **B)** The three positively charged residues (green) in the linker connecting helix 10 and helix 11 are positioned to interact with the additional density (displayed as an isosurface in yellow). **C)** (Top) Low and high magnification negative staining TEM images of GagΔMA (RHR:AAA) VLPs assembled at pH 6 without (red) and with (blue) 10 μM IP6. (Bottom) Quantification of the number of VLPs counted for no fewer than five representative TEM images at pH 6 without and with 10 μM IP6. The mean value of counted particles is given in italics in the bar charts.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Stability of the 6HB is independent of the presence of IP6.

**A)** Structural changes observed following \~150 ns of MD simulations of CA~CTD~SP without and with bound IP6 for model 1 (correct model) and model 2 (model with registry shift in the SP helix). We ran one simulation with an incorrect model with a n+1 registry shift of the SP helix, clearly showing the loss of 6HB bundle stability and partial unfolding. **B)** Root mean squared deviations (RMSDs) of the central hexamer during simulations. **C)** Root mean squared fluctuations were averaged over six central monomers for model 1 with standard deviations shown for each residue. RMSFs are good indicators of protein flexibility.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Q350A mutation reduces overall particle number but not sensitivity to IP6.

\(A\) Representative low and high magnification negative stain EM images of *in vitro* assembled GagΔMA (Q350A) in the absence (red) and presence (blue) of 10 μM IP6. Compared to GagΔMA ([Fig 1](#ppat.1008277.g001){ref-type="fig"}), the number of VLPs formed in the absence and presence of IP6 is much lower. However, the stimulatory effect of IP6 is still apparent. (B) Relative infectious particle production of wild type EIAV Gag (WT) and Gag (Q350A) point mutation VSV-G-pseudotyped provirus in 293FT cells. Graphs show the average and standard deviation of three independent experiments; dots show individual data points. The mean value of counted particles is given in italics in the bar charts.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Diameter of different lentivirus VLPs.

In vitro assembled VLPs were imaged via negative stain EM. From the latter the diameters of the particles were determined.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Cryo-ET data acquisition and subtomogram averaging statistics.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Model refinement statistics.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Immature EIAV CA-SP assembly in GagΔMA spheres assembled at pH6.

A 3D visualization of the 3.7 Å EIAV CA-SP structure **i**n GagΔMA spheres assembled at pH6. The movie displays both tubes and spheres at pH6, the structure and model are derived from spheres.

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### A guided tour comparing the structural differences of EIAV CA-SP assemblies in tubes and spheres at pH6 and pH8.

A tour comparing key interfaces and variable interactions of EIAV CA-SP described in [Fig 3](#ppat.1008277.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of immature CASP interfaces in EIAV and HIV-1.

A comparison of the CASP assembly in EIAV and HIV-1, as described in [Fig 4](#ppat.1008277.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### EIAV six-helix bundle stability without and with IP6.

All-atom molecular dynamics simulation of EIAV CA~CTD~-SP model 1 as described in [S6 Fig](#ppat.1008277.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A moving average of the 3D coordinates with a window size of 1 ns is employed to remove high frequency motions from the movie. IP6 is shown in licorice representation.

(MOV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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11 Sep 2019

Dear Dr. Schur,

Thank you very much for submitting your manuscript \"Structures of immature EIAV Gag lattices reveal a conserved role for IP6 in lentivirus assembly\" (PPATHOGENS-D-19-01294) for review by PLOS Pathogens. We apologize for the delay in getting back to you, but in the summer period it was difficult to secure reviewers. The reviewers found that your study provides interesting insight into the assembly of lentivirus particles, and as such they are an important contribution to the field. As you will see, the main concern was expressed by reviewer 1, and has to do with the way particle release is measured. We feel that it is indeed important for the conclusions you reach to have a way of distinguishing between particles that are correctly assembled but have a maturation default, from released particles that are non-infectious because of an aberrant assembly, and therefore only measuring the fraction of released infectious particles is not sufficient to support your conclusions. We therefore expect that you will be able to answer this point appropriately in the revised version. You will also see that reviewer 2 requests an additional control to validate the observed IP6 density, which if you can provide would be nice, but we do not find it essential for the validity of the paper. Of course, we cannot promise publication until we have seen your revised manuscript.

In addition, when you are ready to resubmit, please be prepared to provide the following:

\(1\) A letter containing a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript. Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

\(2\) Two versions of the manuscript: one with either highlights or tracked changes denoting where the text has been changed; the other a clean version (uploaded as the manuscript file).

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

Additionally, to enhance the reproducibility of your results, PLOS recommends that you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see <http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/s/submission-guidelines#loc-materials-and-methods>

We hope to receive your revised manuscript within 60 days. If you anticipate any delay in its return, we ask that you let us know the expected resubmission date by replying to this email. Revised manuscripts received beyond 60 days may require evaluation and peer review similar to that applied to newly submitted manuscripts.
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Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Part I - Summary**

Please use this section to discuss strengths/weaknesses of study, novelty/significance, general execution and scholarship.

Reviewer \#1: In this study, the authors examine the role of IP6 in the assembly of equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV) and several other lentiviruses. By using a variety of approaches, they observe that IP6 markedly stimulates the assembly of EIAV and the other lentiviruses. EIAV Gag is observed to assemble in vitro into several morphologically distinct tubes and sphere; interestingly, the Gag lattice in all these structures is in the immature conformation. Both EIAV and HIV-1 maintain similar immature inferfaces, and both lentiviral Gag proteins bind IP6 via conserved Lys residues in the CA C-terminal domain and adjacent spacer peptide.

In general, the study provides some interesting insights into lentiviral assembly and the role of IP6 in assembly. Some of the results might have been predicted based on earlier work with HIV-1, whereas other findings were unexpected. One major issue, related to how particle production is measured in cell-based assays, needs to be addressed. In their previous work, Dick and colleagues (Nature 2018) measured virus particle production by quantifying the amount of infectious virus released into the supernatant. This approach has a serious limitation: it does not distinguish between effects on particle assembly/release and effects on particle maturation/infectivity. Thus it is not clear from the previous work whether KO of IPPK, a key enzyme in the IP6 biosynthetic pathway, impairs particle assembly/release, maturation/infectivity, or both. This information is vital to understanding the role of IP6 in lentivirus replication. In the current study, the authors use the same approach to evaluate the effect of IPPK KO on virus particle production.

Reviewer \#2: In this manuscript, Dick et al. characterise the immature Gag lattice of the lentivirus EIAV. They first recombinantly express different Gag constructs and establish the conditions for their assembly. They do this in the presence or absence of IP6, and find that, while IP6 promotes EIAV Gag assembly, the dependence of EIAV on IP6 is lower than that for HIV. They then structurally characterise some of the assembled lattices by cryo-electron tomography and subtomogram averaging, which allows the authors to produce atomic models for different rearrangements of the capsid domains. They use these atomic models for: (1) studying the key interactions to maintain the lattice; (2) comparing the capsid proteins of EIAV and HIV; and (3) producing mutants to confirm some of their findings. Finally, the authors show that other lentiviruses also require IP6.

Overall, this is a very complete piece of work, with a state-of-the-art subtomogram averaging results, complemented by mutagenesis experiments that confirm the authors conclusions.

Reviewer \#3: This paper studied the role of IP6 in the immature particle assembly of EIAV through in vitro and in viro assembly assays, cryo-ET reconstruction and molecular modeling methods. The major results and conclusions of the papers are: (1) IP6 promotes in vitro assembly of EIAV Gag proteins into immature particle structures via conserved lysine residues within the CA-CTD and SP. (2) This function of IP6 is conserved for all lentivirus Gag proteins, although at varied magnitudes. (3) EIAV Gag lattice was resolved from in vitro assembled tubular and spherical structures, at sub-4Å resolution using cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging techniques. (4) When comparing that with HIV-1, the molecular contacts involved with CA-CTD organization are conserved, however the CA-NTD arrangement are not conserved.

Comments, concerns or questions:

1\) Although stimulated by IP6, in vitro assembly of EIAV Gag can happen without presence of IP6 (line 331-335). The authors think this is because that in EIAV most of the interactions of the six-helix bundle are hydrophobic in nature, which strengthen the six-helix bundle structure. In contrast to HIV-1, "MD simulations the EIAV 6HB was stable both with and without IP6 likely due to additional side chain contacts between helices in the six-helix bundle" (line 404-405). Can you perform a sequence alignment of this region of all lentiviruses studied in the paper and address if this property is unique for EIAV?

2\) Line 264-269: EIAV CA was found to have a shorter helix 1, and therefore in EIAV Gag lattice, the putative dimer interface between neighboring Gag hexamers (found in HIV-1 lattice) is missing. According to HIV-1 mature CA lattice, helix 1 is important in intra-hexamer interactions. Could this be one of the reasons that in the in vitro assembly systems, EIAV Gag always form immature lattice, not mature lattice? Is this property unique for EIAV?

3\) The authors found that the EIAV CA-NTD organization is not the same as that in HIV-1. Several molecular contacts in HIV-1 Gag lattice are missing in EIAV which include: (a) there is no intra-hexamer interactions among CA-NTD (line 238-239) (b) there is no dimeric inter-hexamer interaction formed by helix 1 (c) there is no strong contact between CA-NTD and CA-CTD (line 263-264). The studied EIAV assemblies are rather small: narrow tube 35nm, wide tube 70nm and spherical particles are 100nm. In general, retroviruses have a larger dimension. Is it possible that these missing contacts actually present in the authentic particles?

4\) Line 109-110: The authors suggests that "the retroviral CA-NTD and CA-CTD are independent structural entities that act autonomously in regulating immature virus particle diameter and curvature". This idea was repeated at line 363-364: "The spatial separation of EIAV CA-NTD and CA-CTD, and the lack of strong interactions between them, allow these two halves of CA to behave almost as independent entities, as suggested previously for other retroviruses". This statement seems overly strong. In HIV-1, helix 11 and helix 8 interact with MHR and helix 7. This interaction would limit the orientation of NTD relative to CTD and the role of NTD in deciding the curvature of the Gag lattice.

5\) Line 292-295: Line 292 lists the SP sequence as (LAKAL) in which the residue 359 is L. However in line 295, the last residue is listed as T395. Please clarify.

6\) Supplement figure 4, the electron density looks low resolution. A better figure is desired.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Part II -- Major Issues: Key Experiments Required for Acceptance**

Please use this section to detail the key new experiments or modifications of existing experiments that should be [absolutely]{.ul} required to validate study conclusions.

Generally, there should be no more than 3 such required experiments or major modifications for a \"Major Revision\" recommendation. If more than 3 experiments are necessary to validate the study conclusions, then you are encouraged to recommend \"Reject\".

Reviewer \#1: 1. Supp Fig. 3. The authors measure the effect of IPPK KO on EIAV and HIV-1 particle production by measuring the infectivity of virus produced from KO cells. As mentioned above, this approach does not differentiate between effects on particle production and effects on infectivity. The authors need to perform virus assembly assays in which levels of HIV-1 and EIAV Gag in the cell and virus fractions are quantified so that virus release efficiency can be determined, a infectivity values need to be normalized based on viral input (measured by RT or capsid protein).

2\. P. 16. The authors speculate about the role of IP6, or potentially other positively charged molecules, in EIAV assembly in vivo. They suggest that, in the cells used, EIAV infectivity is significantly lower than that of HIV-1. Again, this issue needs to be addressed by measuring the efficiency of virus particle production and determining the relative infectivity (normalized for levels of RT or CA) of the EIAV stocks. These crucial experiments will resolve this issue.

3\. Line 425. The authors discuss how future work will evaluate the effect of IP6 depletion on assembly, budding and infectivity. This work will need to be performed by measuring virus release efficiency and specific particle infectivity as described above.

4\. Supp Fig. 7. Have the authors measured the efficiency of virus particle production of the Q350A mutant in IPPK KO cells? This result would be interesting.

Reviewer \#2: My only major concern is related to the assignment of the density for IP6. In order to be certain that this density corresponds indeed to IP6, the authors should obtain an immature lattice average without it (i.e. a negative control), for example using the EIAV GAGdeltaMA preparation with 0µM IP. This is specially required as IP6 sits at the symmetry axis, and non-relevant densities can appear there due to symmetrisation.

Reviewer \#3: Comments, concerns or questions:

1\) Although stimulated by IP6, in vitro assembly of EIAV Gag can happen without presence of IP6 (line 331-335). The authors think this is because that in EIAV most of the interactions of the six-helix bundle are hydrophobic in nature, which strengthen the six-helix bundle structure. In contrast to HIV-1, "MD simulations the EIAV 6HB was stable both with and without IP6 likely due to additional side chain contacts between helices in the six-helix bundle" (line 404-405). Can you perform a sequence alignment of this region of all lentiviruses studied in the paper and address if this property is unique for EIAV?

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Part III -- Minor Issues: Editorial and Data Presentation Modifications**

Please use this section for editorial suggestions as well as relatively minor modifications of existing data that would enhance clarity.

Reviewer \#1: Minor: Fig. 6A. The sequence of SP1 is incorrect, as is the placement of the CA-SP1 cleavage site. The correct sequence is KARVL/AEAMSQ, where / denotes the cleavage site.

Reviewer \#2: - Can the authors estimate the occupancy of IP6 in their averages?

\- It would be good if the authors could provide a list/table of the conditions attempted to produce a mature EIAV lattice. Related to this, there is a reference missing in line 473

Reviewer \#3: Comments, concerns or questions:

2\) Line 264-269: EIAV CA was found to have a shorter helix 1, and therefore in EIAV Gag lattice, the putative dimer interface between neighboring Gag hexamers (found in HIV-1 lattice) is missing. According to HIV-1 mature CA lattice, helix 1 is important in intra-hexamer interactions. Could this be one of the reasons that in the in vitro assembly systems, EIAV Gag always form immature lattice, not mature lattice? Is this property unique for EIAV?

3\) The authors found that the EIAV CA-NTD organization is not the same as that in HIV-1. Several molecular contacts in HIV-1 Gag lattice are missing in EIAV which include: (a) there is no intra-hexamer interactions among CA-NTD (line 238-239) (b) there is no dimeric inter-hexamer interaction formed by helix 1 (c) there is no strong contact between CA-NTD and CA-CTD (line 263-264). The studied EIAV assemblies are rather small: narrow tube 35nm, wide tube 70nm and spherical particles are 100nm. In general, retroviruses have a larger dimension. Is it possible that these missing contacts actually present in the authentic particles?

4\) Line 109-110: The authors suggests that "the retroviral CA-NTD and CA-CTD are independent structural entities that act autonomously in regulating immature virus particle diameter and curvature". This idea was repeated at line 363-364: "The spatial separation of EIAV CA-NTD and CA-CTD, and the lack of strong interactions between them, allow these two halves of CA to behave almost as independent entities, as suggested previously for other retroviruses". This statement seems overly strong. In HIV-1, helix 11 and helix 8 interact with MHR and helix 7. This interaction would limit the orientation of NTD relative to CTD and the role of NTD in deciding the curvature of the Gag lattice.

5\) Line 292-295: Line 292 lists the SP sequence as (LAKAL) in which the residue 359 is L. However in line 295, the last residue is listed as T395. Please clarify.

6\) Supplement figure 4, the electron density looks low resolution. A better figure is desired.
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26 Nov 2019

Dear Dr. Schur:

Thank you very much for submitting your revised manuscript \"Structures of immature EIAV Gag lattices reveal a conserved role for IP6 in lentivirus assembly\" (PPATHOGENS-D-19-01294R1) for review by PLOS Pathogens. Your manuscript was fully evaluated at the editorial level, and was found to be improved with respect to the original submission. There are two minor issues that we would like you to consider before formal acceptance, as you will see listed below. In addition, when you are ready to resubmit, please be prepared to provide the following:

\(1\) A letter containing a detailed list of your responses to the review comments and a description of the changes you have made in the manuscript. Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

\(2\) Two versions of the manuscript: one with either highlights or tracked changes denoting where the text has been changed; the other a clean version (uploaded as the manuscript file).

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

We hope to receive your revised manuscript within 60 days or less. If you anticipate any delay in its return, we ask that you let us know the expected resubmission date by replying to this email.

\[LINK\]

If you have any questions or concerns while you make these revisions, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Félix A. Rey

Associate Editor

PLOS Pathogens

Michael Malim

Section Editor

PLOS Pathogens

Kasturi Haldar

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Pathogens
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Grant McFadden
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\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

The revised manuscript by Dick et al is significantly improved with respect to the original version as the authors have now quantified the amount of released EIAV particles from wild type and IPPK KO cells, showing that there is only a minor decrease in particle release which correlates with the drop in infectiousness, contrary to HIV-1 infected cells for which there is apparently no particle released into the supernatant in the IPPK KO cells. This was one of the main issues raised by reviewer 1 of the original version. The authors have also adequately answered the other questions, except for the request by reviewer 2, who asked to provide a control reconstruction of immature assemblies in the absence of IP6. We had editorially considered that answering to such a request was not a requirement for acceptance, given the amount of work involved and that the observed density for IP6 conformed to the expected shape for this molecule, that it was as strong as the surrounding protein density (including in regions where only 2-fold averaging instead of 6-fold was done). The new version is now acceptable for publication, provided that the authors pay attention to two minor issues:

1\. In the discussion, I suggest that the authors add a sentence considering a potential basal immature assembly in the absence of IP6, which would be similar for all lentiviruses but that is detected here in the case of EIAV because the cells used are poorly infectable by this virus. As the same cells are much more susceptible to HIV1 infection, the difference in particle release in the case of EIAV is not very different to basal, whereas it would be more than two logs in the case of HIV1. Depending on the infectivity assays and on the reactivity of the antibodies used in the western blot and on the, this basal assembly in the case of HIV-1 could be missed. In other words, it could be that the striking difference in the requirement for IP6 suggested by Fig. S3 is due to the cell line used for the experiment and does not reflect an intrinsic difference between the two viruses.

2\. In Figure 1, I suggest that the authors take a look at the "representative images" that they provide in relation with the quantification provided. For instance, panel A suggests that there are predominantly spheres at 0uM IP and at 10 uM IP5, whereas the quantification in panel B indicates that there are mainly tubes under these conditions. Similarly, panel C (or at least, the enlargement shown) suggests that there are essentially tubes at 10 uM IP5, whereas the quantification in panel D indicates more spheres than tubes. This can be confusing to some readers, so if possible, please provide more representative micrographs in each case (or at least, an enlargement that matches the quantification shown immediately below the micrograph)
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11 Dec 2019

Dear Dr. Schur,

We are pleased to inform that your manuscript, \"Structures of immature EIAV Gag lattices reveal a conserved role for IP6 in lentivirus assembly\", has been editorially accepted for publication at PLOS Pathogens. 

Before your manuscript can be formally accepted and sent to production, you will need to complete our formatting changes, which you will receive by email within a week. Please note that your manuscript will not be scheduled for publication until you have made the required changes.

IMPORTANT NOTES

\(1\) Please note, once your paper is accepted, an uncorrected proof of your manuscript will be published online ahead of the final version, unless you've already opted out via the online submission form. If, for any reason, you do not want an earlier version of your manuscript published online or are unsure if you have already indicated as such, please let the journal staff know immediately at <plospathogens@plos.org>.

\(2\) Copyediting and Proofreading: The corresponding author will receive a typeset proof for review, to ensure errors have not been introduced during production. Please review the PDF proof of your manuscript carefully, as this is the last chance to correct any errors. Please note that major changes, or those which affect the scientific understanding of the work, will likely cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript. 

\(3\) Appropriate Figure Files: Please remove all name and figure \# text from your figure files. Please also take this time to check that your figures are of high resolution, which will improve the readbility of your figures and help expedite your manuscript\'s publication. Please note that figures must have been originally created at 300dpi or higher. Do not manually increase the resolution of your files. For instructions on how to properly obtain high quality images, please review our Figure Guidelines, with examples at: <http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/s/figures>.

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>.

\(4\) Striking Image: Please upload a striking still image to accompany your article if one is available (you can include a new image or an existing one from within your manuscript). Should your paper be accepted, this image will be considered for our monthly issue image and may also appear on our website to feature your article. Please upload this as a separate file, selecting \"striking image\" as the file type upon upload. Please also include a separate \"Other\" file with a caption, including credits and any potential copyright information. Please do not include the caption in the main article file. If your image is from someone other than yourself, please ensure that the artist has read and agreed to the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution License at <http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/s/content-license>. Please note that PLOS cannot publish copyrighted images.

\(5\) Press Release or Related Media: If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper at this point, to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, please inform our press team in advance at <plospathogens@plos.org> as soon as possible. We ask that you contact us within one week to plan ahead of our fast Production schedule. If you need to know your paper\'s publication date for related media purposes, you must coordinate with our press team, and your manuscript will remain under a strict press embargo until the publication date and time. This means an early version of your manuscript will not be published ahead of your final version. 

(6)  PLOS requires an ORCID iD for all corresponding authors on papers submitted after December 6th, 2016. Please ensure that you have an ORCID iD and that it is validated in Editorial Manager.  To do this, go to 'Update my Information' (in the upper left-hand corner of the main menu), and click on the Fetch/Validate link next to the ORCID field.  This will take you to the ORCID site and allow you to create a new iD or authenticate a pre-existing iD in Editorial Manager

\(7\) Update your Profile Information: Now that your manuscript has been provisionally accepted, please log into Editorial Manager and update your profile, if needed. Go to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/ppathogens>, log in, and click on the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page. Please update your user information to ensure an efficient production and billing process. 

\(8\) LaTeX users only: Our staff will ask you to upload a TEX file in addition to the PDF before the paper can be sent to typesetting, so please carefully review our Latex Guidelines <http://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/s/latex> in the meantime.

(9) If you have associated protocols in protocols.io, please ensure that you make them public before publication to guarantee immediate access to the methodological details.

Thank you again for supporting Open Access publishing; we are looking forward to publishing your work in PLOS Pathogens. 

Best regards,

Félix A. Rey
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\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

The authors have adequately addressed the minor editorial suggestions made in the previous round of revision, and the manuscript is now acceptable for publication. This is a very high quality paper with data obtained using state-of-the-art electron cryo-tomography and subtomogram averaging methodologies that the authors have strongly contributed to develop. It will certainly be of interest the broad readership of PLoS Pathogens.

Reviewer Comments (if any, and for reference):
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16 Jan 2020

Dear Dr. Schur,

We are delighted to inform you that your manuscript, \"Structures of immature EIAV Gag lattices reveal a conserved role for IP6 in lentivirus assembly,\" has been formally accepted for publication in PLOS Pathogens.

We have now passed your article onto the PLOS Production Department who will complete the rest of the pre-publication process. All authors will receive a confirmation email upon publication.

The corresponding author will soon be receiving a typeset proof for review, to ensure errors have not been introduced during production. Please review the PDF proof of your manuscript carefully, as this is the last chance to correct any scientific or type-setting errors. Please note that major changes, or those which affect the scientific understanding of the work, will likely cause delays to the publication date of your manuscript. Note: Proofs for Front Matter articles (Pearls, Reviews, Opinions, etc\...) are generated on a different schedule and may not be made available as quickly.

Soon after your final files are uploaded, the early version of your manuscript, if you opted to have an early version of your article, will be published online. The date of the early version will be your article\'s publication date. The final article will be published to the same URL, and all versions of the paper will be accessible to readers.

Thank you again for supporting open-access publishing; we are looking forward to publishing your work in PLOS Pathogens.

Best regards,

Kasturi Haldar

Editor-in-Chief

PLOS Pathogens
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Michael Malim

Editor-in-Chief
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